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ABOUT THE PLAY
Louisa May Alcott's Little Women is an epic tale that covers several
years and many characters. A production of the play may be magnificent

and huge, or relatively simple. It is most important that the action moves
along swiftly with Josephine's narration covering any scene changes and
costume changes that might be necessary. See Production Notes at the end
of the playscript for suggestions. Josephine, of course, is Louisa May
Alcott

Most of the action takes place in the March house, and that is the only
required scene ry. A combination of l iving room·, attic room , and Beth's
bedroom works best and this set should never move or be changed. All the
other locations in the script can be played in front of the March set with
little or no scenic pieces. A suggested floor plan can be found at the end
of the play.
The cast size for this version of Little Women is flexible. Smaller roles
that can be doubled are marked. Additional actors can be added to the
Christmas party scene, the dance at the Laurences', and on the street in
Act I Scene 9. The role of Amy may be played by two different actresses:
a smaller, younger one for Act I and a slightly older, taller one for Act II.
The role of Josephine has the greatest number of lines, but it must be
remembered that her narration is a planned lecture, so she may use notes
or even the script itself.
Finally, this version of Little Women runs about two and a half hours
with one intermission between acts. For groups who needto shorten this
time by twenty minutes or so and wish to eliminate some minor characters,
suggested cuts are listed at the back of the script
Thomas Hischak is a Professor of Theatre at the State University of
New York College at Cortland. He is the author of fifteen published plays
and three books on the American Musical Theatre.
The author and the publisher have worked to make this script playable
by every theatre regardless of size
any age, because we

budget, and by actors of virtually

it is a story that every person ought to see.

It will touch every heart.
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CAST OF CHARACTERS
(5 MEN, 12-18 WOMEN)
In 1889:
MRS.TOMLINSON, a
JOSEPillNE MARCH, a

lady*

author

The Years 1863 to 1868:
The March Fam ily

.•.

MR. MARCH
MRS.MARCH, callecl Man nee
MEG, their oldest andimost practical daughter
JO,atomboy
BETH, shy and frail ,
AMY, their youngest �ughter
HANNAH, their housekeeper
AUNT MARCH, a rich relative

Next Door...

MR.LAURENCE, a 'ft'ealthy man
THEODORE LAUR£NCE, his � (called

Laurie)-about Jo's age

JOHN BROOKE, a tUtor
Also in Town
MRS.MOFFET*
CLARA, her
JENNY and MARY,
KATY,
SARAH and
,
.•.

pupils*

I

In New York City ...

MRS.KIRKE*
KITTY and
PROFESSOR
•

her daughters*

BHAER

these roles can be doubled
•

Originally produced by the SUNY Masquers at the State University
of New Yorlc at Cortland.
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LITTLE WOMEN
ACTI
PROLOGUE

[A lecture hall in a small American city in 1889. There is a podium,
a table with a glass of water, and a chair. While the house lights are
still up, MRS. TOMliNSON enters with JOSEPHINE MARCH. They
are both late-middle-age ladies, dressed fashionably but not ostenta
tiously. Offstagea NOISE ofpeople at a meeting is heard. JOSEPHINE
sits and TOMliNSON goes to the podium, where she bangs her gavel.
The recorded NOISE of the spectators dies down]
TOMLINSON. Attention please,ladies. [An afterthought] And gentle
men guests. We are about to begin. Thank you. As this year's president of
the Springfield Ladies Literary Society, I am pleased and delighted to
welcome you all tonight to our special program. Our speaker this evening
is none other than that noted authoress, Josephine March, who, I am sure
you will agree, needs no introduction. Except to say that she is also a
celebrated champion of women's issues, a dedicated speaker on matters of
importance to all of us, and a somewhat infamous...ah. ..suffragette. [A

BUZZfrom the spectators is heard and she bangs her gavel again] But
tonight, I hope, we will be hearing from Josephine March the literary
writer. Her stories and characters have brought us so much fulfillment over
the years. She is a national treasure and we are so honored to have her as
our guest here in Springfield. Please welcome...Josephine March! [Re

corded APPLAUSE as TOMliNSON exits and JOSEPHINE goes to the
podium]
JOSEPHINE. Thank you for that spirited welcome. Since I don't have
any plans for getting myself arrested while here in Springfield, I will limit
my talk to a rather safe subject: literary fiction. I am often asked why I
became a writer and I never have found a satisfactory answer except to say
that I am who I am and Jo March always wanted to write. Ifl can somehow

let you seethe real Jo March, you will understand why I write. My whole
life, I suppose, has been a series of adventures. Not the kind of adventures
one thinks of as dazzling or grand; but the kind that we all experience. And
I have learned that such a journey is no less remarkable than the adventures
of Odysseus.
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UTILE WOMEN
Scene One
[MUSIC is heard. The house UGHI'S dim out. Only Josephine is left
in light]
JOSEPHINE. If I had to pick a mbment in time when I began this

journey, it would be the Christmas of

1863. We lived in a town not unlike

this one, in a New England that was far away from a raging war.
[The liGHTS rise on the March house. BETH sits at the piano
playing. Some of the keys don't work properly but she plays on
valiantly. MEG and AMY are in the attic, huddled over a box]
JOSEPHINE. Father had lost a great deal of money in a bad business
venture some years before, so the Marcl'l family was not so grand as it had
once been. But we were able to keepour house and we made ends meet as
best we could. When the war came,

was tooold to go as a soldier so

he joined Mr. Lincoln's army as a cn. He had left for Virginia the
spring before and money matters were

difficult than ever. But still it

was Christmas Eve and the March family was nothing if not spirited.
[MEG and AMY come down the steps with the box and go into the sitting
room]
MEG. Beth, look what we found

the attic!

AMY.
BETH. Let me see. . I
.

MEG. This old banner from Jo's

last summer might make a

suitable garland.
BETH. Oh, look at this!

AMY. Our star for the top of the
BETH. This is pretty...

AMY. Oh, Beth, let me have it! I can make a new hair ribbon out of
that, don't you think?
MEG. We '11 get this sad old tree looking magical before Marmee gets
home. If only there were dozens of pre$ellts to put under it
AMY. Christmas won't be Christn4ts without any presents.
MEG. Oh, it's so dreadful to be poor!

AMY. I don't think it's fair for some girls to have plenty of pretty
things and other girls nothing at all!
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BETH. We've got father and mother and each other...
AMY. But we haven' t got father, not at home we don't. And who's
to say how long it will be before we seehim again.
MEG. You know the reason mother proposednot having any presents
this Christmas was because it' s going to be a hard winter for everyone.
And money ought not be spent for pleasure when our men are suffering so
in the army. We can't do much, but we can make our little sacrifices and
ought to do it gladly. [A beat] I just wish I felt more glad about it. [The
.••

three GIRLS work on the tree silently as JOSEPHINE continues]
JOSEPHINE. That's Meg, the oldest and the most practical of the
March girls. We all looked up to Meg because she always seemed so
responsible.
AMY. I wouldn't mind being so poor and not having nice things if I
didn't have to go to that horrible school with those impudent girls who
laugh at your dresses and label your father if he isn't rich. I wish we were
as wealthy as the Laurences; I'd thumb my nose at those girls and teach
them a thing or two about manners.[AMY and MEG continue with the tree
as BEIH returns

to the piano]

JOSEPHINE. That is Amy, the youngest and, as she likes to remind
us, the prettiesL
BETH. [Stops playing] Oh, dear. That key is sticking again.
MEG. Oh, don't stop, Beth.
AMY. We love it when you play!
·BETH. I only wish I played better. Then this old piano wouldn't
sound so bad. [Resumes playing] I know it sounds so funny to say, but in
some ways I'm glad we're not rich.
AMY. Whatever fort
MEG. What do you mean, Beth?
BETH. Well ...didn ' t you say just the other day, Meg, that the Watson
children you have to tend to are always fighting and fretting allthe time,
their money?
in spite
MEG. Well, yesBETH. And that we were a great deal happier than they were? Well,
I think we are. For, though we do have to work and do without things, we
make fun for ourselves and I wouldn' t want it any other way. [AMY and

MEG look at her affectionately]
JOSEPHINE. And that's our Beth ... so sweet, so kind and gentle. But
also so shy that she was content never to leave her house and her piano
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if she didn't need to. We all adored Beth but her frail health and timid
manner were a concern to all the family.
[A loud and boisterous VOICE is heard offstage.lt is JO]

JO. Helloooo!o "Don Pedro, where are ye, thou snivelling swine of a
villainOus wretch!"
JOSEPHINE. But most troubling of the March sisters was
undoubtedly ...myself.
JO. [Enters from the hall, throwing her coat down and rushing to the
warm fire] Hello, dears!
BETH. Jo!
MEG. You're home early.
JO. Yes, I escaped! Aunt March dozed off in the middle of chapter
seven of SL Augustine's Confessions so I tiptoed out with her being none
the wiser. Christopher Columbus! Look at that tree!
AMY. Do you like it?
MEG. Jo, don't use such slang, please.
JO. Like it? It's miraculous! Maybe we'll have a bit of Christmas
around here after all! [She whistles and struts about the room with her
hands in her pockets]
MEG. Don't, Jo. It's so...boyish.
JO. That's why I do it. How's my Beth today?
BETH. Fine, Jo.
AMY. Jo, look at your dress!
JO. What's the matter with it?
MEG.[Liftingthe hem ofJo' sdress] Jo,have you been sitting toonear
the frreplace again?
JO. Oh,just singed it a little. It gave Aunt March quite a start, I must
admit! [Laughs]
AMY. Oh, how I detest rude, unlady-like girls!
JO. And I hate affected little niminy-piminiesl
MEG. Stop it, both of you. Really, you both are to blame. You are old
enough to leave off boyish tricks and to behave better,Josephine. It didn't
when you were a little girl. But you are a lady now.
matter so
JO. Oh, I hate to think I've got to grow up and be Miss March and wear
long gowns and look as prim as a China doll. It's bad enough to be a girl,
anyway, when I like boys' games and worlc and manners. I can't get over
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my disappointment in not being a boy. And it's worse than ever now, for
I'm dying to go and fight with father. But I can only stay at home and knit,
like a pokey old woman!
BETH. Poor Jo. It' s toobad but it can't be helped. You must try to be
contented with making your name boyish and playing brother to us girls.
AMY. Or playing those silly men in those silly plays of yours.
MEG . As for you, Amy, you are altogether tooparticular and prim.
Your airs are funny now but you will grow up an affected little goose if you
don' t take care.

JO. Honk! Honk! [AMY shrieks]
BETH. That's enough, Jo.
JO. Of course, my dearest. Peace on Christmas Eve, I say. Speaking
of those silly old plays of mine, Amy, we better rehearse. We've got to be
ready for tomorrow night Come here and let's do the fainting scene, for
you are as stiff as a poker in that.
AMY. I can't help it I never saw anyone faint and I don' t choose to
make myself all black and blue tumbling flat as you do.
JO. Come and give it a try. You're the only one who can play Zaza;
you're the only one small enough to be carried off shrieking by Don Pedro.
Beth, will you give us some music?
BETH. Yes, Jo.[AMY andJO station themselves in the archway, their
stage. BETH plays some dramatic music]
JO. Meg, have you got your cue?
MEG. I think so.

JO. Good. We'll start with Don Pedro' s entrance. I'll use this comb
for a pistol.[Goes outside the arch then re-enters in character] "There you
are! So the hour of my revenge approaches. Listen carefully, my sweet, and
you will hear my hounds as they track down your beloved Roderigol"

MEG.[As the hounds] Arrolooo Arroloo
AMY. "It cannot be sol Roderigol Save me! Save mel"
JO. [Drops character] No, no, no. Do it this way.[Demonstrates]

Clasp your hands so and stagger across the room , crying frantically,
"Roderigo! Save mel Save me!"[She staggers and then does a sensational
faint onto the floor; then she sits up again] You see? [BETH and MEG
applaud] Try it again.
AMY. Oh, dear. ..
MEG. Arrooo! Arrooo!
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AMY. "It cannot be so. Roderigol Save mel Save mel" [She cau
tiously moves across the room andfaints delicately onto a settee]
JO. It's no use! Do the best you can when the time comes and if the
audience laughs don't blame me.
BETH. I don 't seehow you can write and act such splendid things, Jo.
You're a regular Shakespeare!
JO. Not quite. But I do think The Witch's C urse, an Operatic Tragedy

is rather a nice thing. l' d rather like to try Macbeth ifonly we had a trap door
for Banquo. [In character] "Is this a dagger I seebefore me?"
MEG. No, it's that horrid hurricane lamp Aunt March gave us two
Christmases ago!

[ AlLFOUR laugh andMARMEEappears in the archway in her coat
and hat]
MARMEE. Glad to fmd my girls so merry.

GIRLS. Marmeel {They rush to her and silently greet her, help her off

with her coat, and seat her as Josephine
as

JOSEPHINE. We had always called our mother Mannee as far back
I could remember. She was the most unselfiSh woman I have ever

known. Everyone in town admired her and we thought she was the most
splendid mother in the world.
MARMEE. Well, deMs, how have you got on today? How is your
cold, Beth? Meg, you look so tired. Were those Watson children in bad
sorts today? Was school all right, Amy? Jo, how did you find Aunt March
today?
MEG. She found her well enough but left her sleeping! {They all

laugh)
MARMEE. I've got a treat for you. [HQlds up a letter]
GIRLS. A letter!
JO. Three cheers for father!
MARMEE. A nice long one. He is

and thinks they shall get
through the winter betterthan he feared He sends allsorts ofloving wishes
I'll read that part to you.
for Christmas and a special message to you
Here it is... "Give them all my dear love "
..•

[MR. MARCH, in uniform, is seen at the side and talces over from
MARMEE, who continues to mime reading]
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MR. MARCH . ...my dear love and a kiss. Tell them I think of them,
pray for them and fmd my best comfort in their affection at alltimes. A year
seem s very long to wait before I seethem but remind them that while we
wait we may all work so that these hard days need not be wasted. I know

they will remember allI said to them, that they will be loving children to
you, will do their duty faithfully and conquer themselves so beautifully
that when I come back to them I may be fonder and prouder ...
MARMEE. ...1 may be fonder and prouder than ever of my little
women."

"

[MR. MARCH exits. Silence. MARMEE quietly refolds the letter]

AMY. [Crying] Meg is right. I am a selftsh little goose!
10. I 'll tty not to be so rough and wild, but do my duty here instead
of wanting to be someplace else! [MARMEE hugs her girls as HANNAH
enters]
JOSEPHINE. That's Hannah. Our housekeeper, our cook, our Rock
of Gibraltar. She had been with us since Meg was a baby.
HANNAH. Goodevening, Mrs. March.
MARMEE. Hannah MerryChristmas.
•••

HANNAH. I'd best be telling you that a carriage has just pulled up to

the walk and I don't have to make you guess who it might be.[She gathers
Marmee' s and Jo' s coats and exits]
MARMEE. Aunt March.
JO. Oh, oh...
MARMEE. Whatever can she want?
AMY. Aunt March never goes out!
MEG. Especially in winter.
MARMEE. Jo, do you know anything about this?
JO. Well...

[AUNT MARCH enters boldly. She is of undetermined old age and
never smiles but always bar/cs]
AUNT. Josy-phinel
JO. Yes, Aunt March ... ?
AUNT. It seems you neglected to relay your Christmas wishes to your
aunt before leaving today.
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JO. I am sorry, Aunt March. [Goes to her] Merry Christmas, Auntie.

[Kisses her on the cheek]
MARMEE. Girls, please offer your best wishes as well. [Each GIRL

goes up to Aunt March and kisses her

as Josephine

continues]

JOSEPHINE. Aunt March was my father's aunt and was extremely
rich and extremely unpleasant. She was widowed and childless and rarely
left her big house on the hill because of her many ailments. Aunt March did
hire me as a companion when father left for the war and it was my job to
read to her and be at her beck and call.
AUNT. Josy-phine left today before I had a chance to give her these.

[Handsfour envelopes to Marmee] One

each of the girls. One dollar

each.
GIRLS . Thank you, Aunt March.
AUNT. You can thank me by spending it wisely and not in the foolish
manner that young girls are accustomed to these days.
GIRLS. Yes, Aunt March.

MARMEE. Thank you, Aunt March. Won' t you stay for some tea?
AUNT. Nothing of the kind I must

back home before I catch my

death from the cold. [Loolcs at Jo] It was not a trip I anticipated taking.
MARMEE. I understand. You will� glad to hear, Aunt March, that
I received a lettertoday from Mr. March. He is quite well, thank God, and
speaks optimistically of the winter ahead.
AUNT. Foolish nephew. To run off and join the army at his agel
Where does he get off doing such a thing? And to leave a family behind for
others to take care of, no less.
JO. We take care of ourselves- I
MARMEE. Jo ...Thank you for coming, Aunt March. And please
accept my warmest Christmas wishes.
AUNT. Yes ... Good day to you all. [She exits]
JO. Christopher Columbus!
AMY. A whole dollar!
MEG. We shall have Christmas
all!
MARMEE. [Giving each an envelope] Here you are, girls.
JO. Do you believe what she said about father!
AMY. I shall get a nice box of Faber's drawing pencils. I really need
them.
MEG. I'm going to buy that blue and yellow bonnet. You know, Jo,
the one we saw at Mason's.
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JO. Nothing like that for me. I've had my eye on those volumes of
Undine and Sintram for the longest time and now I can get them.
MARMEE. What about you, Beth? What will you do with your
dollar?
BETH. Do you think it would be allright if I bought some new sheet
music? They have so many wonderful songs at Mason's.
AMY. Maybe I should get some new hair ribbons instead. What do
you think, Meg?
MEG. Why not buy only a few pencils, then you might have enough
for some ribbon as well?
[HANNAH enters with a letter]
HANNAH. Mrs March, this has just come. That little German boy
brought it round to the back door. [Hands it to Marmee] I told him to wait.
MARMEE. [Reading the note] It's the Hummels. Oh, dear, I think
Mrs Hummel's baby is coming soon. Hannah, please fetch my cloak.
HANNAH. But you haven't had your tea
MARMEE.Hurry. There'snotimetolose.[Putsonherhat.HANNAH
exits]
AMY. But who are the Hummels?
BETH. The German family that lives by the warehouses.
MARMEE. Mr. Hummel was killed in Virginia and there's no one to
care for Mrs Hummel and her four children. Soon it will be five children.
[HANNAHenters and she takes coatfrom her] Thank you, Hannah. Girls,
you are not to wait up for me. Jo, I put you in charge of the household
tonight. Beth, be sure to take your medicine. Good night, my dears.
GIRLS. Good night, Marmee.
MARMEE. That poor poor woman... [MARMEE exits through the
hall as HANNAH returns to the kitchen]
AMY. I don't see why these Hummels have to ruin our Christmas
Eve.
MEG. The Hummels have bigger problems than deciding whether to
buy pencils or hair ribbons.
JO. Dear, dear Marmee...
BETH. Somehow wishing for some new sheet music seems so selfish
of me. The old music is perfectly fine.
MEG. Look... Marmee's slippers. See how worn they are.
.

.

.
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JO. I know! I shall buy her a new pair with my dollar. What do I need
with some silly old books!
MEG. No, I'll buy Marmee the slippers. I'm the oldest.
JO. She left me in charge of the household. I'll buy them.
BETH. I'll tell you what we'll do: let's each get her something for
Christmas and not worry about ourselves.
MEG. What?
JO. [To Beth] That's so like you, dear. What will we get?
MEG. If you buy Marmee the slippers, Jo, then I shall get her a nice
pair of gloves.
BETH. Some handkerchiefs, all hemmed! She'll like that.

AMY. I'll get a little bottle of cologne. She likes cologne and it won't
cost much, so I'll have some left to buy my pencils.
JO. Let's hurry before Mr. Mason closes up shop for Christmas Eve!

MEG.[As they leave] Come along, girls! Beth, be sure you wear your

heavy scarf.
JO. Christopher Columbus!

This is going to be a capital Christmas

after all!

AMY.[The last to leave] Maybe ifl buy a very little bottle of cologne

I'll have enough for one hair ribbon and five pencils. Or two hair ribbons
and threepencils.

J!he UGIITS fade out]
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PRODUCTION NOTES
SUGGES1ED CUTS

IF IT IS NECESSARY TO SHORTEN mE SCRIPT

ACT ONE
In Scene 8, the scenes at Amy's school, at the Watson's and at Aunt
Man:h's house (pages 3 1-32) can be cut, but retain Josephine's narration
throughout. This would eliminate the small roles of Jenny, Mary, Sarah,
and Katy.
Scene 12 (pages 47-48), in which the four March girls read their letters to
Mannee, is a touching character scene but is not necessary for the plot and

can be cut

ACT TWO
In Scene 4 (pages 65-66), the scene between Jo and the Professor is a
character scene and can be cut without affecting the plot Only Josephine's
narration is needed.
Scene 5 can begin on page 68 with the scene with the Professor, cutting
pages 67-68 and the section of the scene With Mrs. Kirke, Minnie, Kitty,
Amy, and Aunt March.
Scene 9 (pages 80-82) can be cut as
retained.

as Josephine's narration is

Properties (19th Century style)
Glass of water-on or near Josephine's podium
Gavel-Mrs. Tomlinson (on podium)
Small undecorated Christmas tree-on a table
Box containing a banner, some ribbon, a Christmas star, and other
miscellaneous non-Christmas items for decorating the Christmas tree
2 Letters-Marmee
4 Envelopes-Aunt March
Letters-Hannah, Aunt March, Meg, Jo
Christmas gifts-Meg, Jo, Beth, Amy
Play sword (perhaps a stick of wood)-Jo
Wheeled cart containing flowers and food-Hannah
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Fireplace pokers or other irons-Laurie, Jo
School books-Jenny, Mary, Amy, Meg
Book (The Bride ofLammermoor)-Jo
Book of essays-Aunt March
Small package and ribbon-Beth
Writing paper and pen-,-Jo
Small bag-Beth
Newspapers-Mr. Laurence, Jo, Bhaer
Sewing material-Beth, Meg, Marmee
Sketch pad and pencil or charcoal-Amy
Telegram-Hannah
Trunk; � items to pack in it-Hannah, Marmee
Envelopes-Meg, Jo
Wine in glasses-Hannah
Canes---Mr. March, Aunt March
Book (Emerson's essays)-Bhaer
Wallet-Laurie
Parasol-Amy
Guide book-Amy
Book-Jo
Tea tray-Hannah

Umbrella-Bhaer
Small package with bookinside-Bhaer, Laurie
Costumes
Period costumes (1860's) are recommended. The March family is

very poor. Aunt March, the Laurences, and the others in the play wear finer
clothes. Although hoop skirts were fashionable in the North during the
Civil War, they were much smaller than those worn by Southern belles.
The hoops signified adulthood that set young women apart from school
girls.
Costumes can often be repeated from scene to scene even though time
has passed,because the March family is not wealthy and a point is made
that their wardrobe is not extensive. Costume changes that are necessary,
such as the girls' party dres� for the dance at the Laurence's house, can
be accom plished during Josephine's narration so that the action is not
stoppedfor costume changes.
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Sound & Special Effects

Beth's piano playing is described throughout the script If the actress
is an accomplished pianist, well and good. If not, recorded piano music is
effective; the piano should be raked sufficiently so that the audience
cannot seeher hands. The "piano," of course, can be offstage so that a real
piano is not needed.
Other sounds:
The dance music in Act I, Scene 6. Other music throughout as
desired
Applause and other noises from an unseen audience at the lecture
in the Prologue
Lightning, rain, thunder
Doorbell
The Set
Although there are many scenes in the play, there are virtually no
pauses. As a scene fades out, Josephine's light comes up for her narration.
The few set changes may be made while she speaks.
Floor Plan

Platform for Upstairs

12

2

MARCH UVING ROOM

3Q

Curtain

[[]]l]

AREA FOR
OrnER LOCATIONS

13

1-Bed

6--Window seat

1 1-Stairs

2-0ld sofa
3--Chairs

7-Piano (may be offstage)
8-Fireplace

12--Escape steps
13-Staircase that slides out

4-Foot stool
5-Josephine's

9-Table (Christmas

tree)

10-Front Door

podium
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Little Women can be perfonned on a unit se t with a minimwn number

ofscene changes in order for the action to flow almost without interruption.
Most of the play takes place in the March family's sitting room and that set
should never move. The two upstairs rooms-the attic and Beth's bed
room--canbe played behind and above the sitting roomon a platfonn. The
rest of the scenes in the play can be perfonned in front of the sitting room ,
ideally with acurtain closed behind them (or with the main set dark). These
scenes require little or no furniture and should be kept as simple as
possible. It is suggested that a simple step unit be rolled on downstage to
serve as the staircase in the Laurence house and the steps at Mrs. Kirke' s
boarding house. Josephine's narration covers most of the se t and costume
changes so she should remain Down Right throughout.
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